
SUPPORT FOR KIDS
THROUGH A

PANDEMIC AND
VIRTUAL SCHOOL

HAVE GRACE FOR YOURSELVES
AND YOUR STUDENTS!

"We are experiencing a collective trauma.

Similar to other traumas, we see a range of
responses. People are experiencing depression,

anxiety, fatigue, frustration, denial, numbness,
and grief. Have compassion for yourself and for

those who may respond differently."

Notes from the parent webinar: Are your kids getting enough social-emotional support?

Think about your Circles of Control - What you CAN control, and what you CANNOT.
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Additional resource - National Alliance on Mental Illness, WI www.namiwisconsin.org

If you experience
turbulence on an airplane,

you look to the flight
attendants. If they seem
calm, you feel more calm

too. The same analogy
applies at home- kids look
to their trusted adults. If
you seem calm, they will
know they can be too!

It's hard for kids to keep home and

school separate when they are

learning from home! 

If possible, create a formal and dedicated

works space...not their bed, or laying on a

couch. Sitting at a desk or table helps the

brain know it is work time, not sleep or

play time! Create a safe backdrop and

minimize background noise!

Kids!
-Get out of bed
- Eat breakfast

- Sit in your learning
space

-Turn your camera on

at least sometimes - it

is helpful for teachers,

and your friends want

to see you too!
- 

- Create daily and/or
weekly assignment

checklists - it's hard to
remember everything!

- Post their schedule in a
visible place

-Set alarms to tell their
brain it's transition time-
just like bells at school.

- Be on time!
- Ask for help

- Type in the chat if
your sound isn't

working
-Don't give up!

-Participate in class
and in breakout

rooms

- Create open communication
about challenges

-Create a predictable routine
(sleep, exercise, nutrition,

downtime, socialization-even
virtually)

-Limit exposure to social media and
news coverage

Talk about your own
feelings and how you are

handling challenges. 
It is OK to NOT be OK!
Normalize complicated

feelings - these are
difficult times and as

parents, we don't need
to pretend they're not!

We will get through
it together!

Talk to your child if you notice a substantial difference in behavior
(irritability, aggressiveness, withdrawal, sleeping or eating disturbances, increase in conflicts, 

physical complaints, poor concentration)



Please let us know if we can help you secure resources 
for any of the needs noted above.

If you have concerns about your student's mental health 
or social-emotional needs, please contact: 

-Richelle Rottmann, Luther School Counselor
rottmannr@fortschools.org or 920-563-7828 ext. 6176

-Your family's pediatrician
-Jefferson County Human Services 


